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1. Introduction. In 1958 Jack Segal [4] announced some sufficient conditions

on an inverse limit sequence for the limit space to be homogeneous. However,

this result was not verified and in 1965 McCord [3] proved a weaker version of

the theorem. In this paper we prove a partial converse to McCord's theorem

which enables us to establish a counterexample to Segal's original theorem.

Segal announced: If, in an inverse limit sequence of topological spaces, the

coordinate spaces are path-connected, locally path-connected, and homogeneous,

and the bonding maps are covering maps, then the inverse limit space is homo-

geneous. McCord proved that if (Xn,n'm) is an inverse sequence of manifolds and

each n":Xn-+ Xy is a regular covering map, then the limit space is homogeneous.

Theorem 4 of this paper says roughly that if the bonding maps are badly non-

regular, then the limit space is not homogeneous. An inverse limit of compact

2-manifolds is then constructed satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4. In [3, p.

208] McCord has conjectured the existence of such an example. Thus, we see that

in spirit Segal's theorem was right, but curiously it needed the somewhat natural

condition of regularity on the covering maps to force homogeneity on the limit

space. The author thanks the referee for many suggestions and in particular for

the formulation of Theorem 4.

2. Preliminaries. If X and Y are connected and locally path-connected spaces,

then p:X -» Y is a covering map if (1) p is a map from X onto Y and (2) for each

point y in y there exists a connected open set U containing y such that each

component of p~\U) is open in X and is mapped homeomorphically onto U by p.

The set U is called a canonical neighborhood with respect to the covering map p.

See [2] for the definition of a covering map to be regular. If p : X -» Y is a covering

map, u : I -* Y is a path in Y, and v : I -* X is a path in X, then we say that u lifts

to v iff p o v—u. If X is a space, u : I -> X is a path, and xeX, then u is a loop

on x iff u(0) = u(l) = x. A necessary and sufficient condition for a covering map

p to be regular is that if w is any loop in Y on y that lifts to a loop for some point
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of p~\y), then vv lifts to a loop for ail points of p~xíy). The map f\ of Figure 3

is an example of a nonregular covering map.

The symbol (M;,//_,) stands for an inverse limit sequence where if i = 1,

M¡ is a space, if / > 1, /'_, is a map from M¡ into M¡_,, if 1 — i -g j,

then// = /'"'o ■•■o//_i, and if Mis the limit space then f¡:M-yM¡ is the

natural projection.

3. Results. The first two theorems are probably known, but are not to my

knowledge in the literature.

Theorem 1. Let M be the limit of an inverse sequence (M¡,/'_,) where each

bonding map is a covering map. Two points x = (x¡) and y = (y¡) of M are in

the same path component of M if and only if there exists a path

t;1:(7,0,l)->(M1,x1,y1)

such that for each i > 1, Vy lifts to a path vi:ÍI,0,l)-*ÍMt,xt,y¡).

Proof. Assume x and y are in the same path-component of M and let

v:ÍI,0,l)-*ÍM,x,y). If i = l, define pi:(/,0,l)-*(M„xi,3'J) such that !>,=/»o v,
and thus the collection vuv2,--- satisfies the condition.

Assume now that the condition holds and define v:I -> M such that u(í) = (i',-(r)).

Then v is a path in M from x to y and hence x and y are in the same path-

component of M. |

Since a 1-fold covering map is a homeomorphism, from now on let us assume

that all covering maps are at least 2-fold.

Theorem 2. 7/(M;,/'_i) is an inverse sequence of compact manifolds, where

each bonding map is a covering map, then the limit space M has c path com-

ponents. (7n [3] McCord has shown this result for the case when each f[ is a

regular covering map.)

Proof. If x, eMy, the set /i_1(xi) is a Cantor set and thus has cardinality c.

Let AT be any path-component of M that intersects /"'(x,). We will show that

K (~\ff1ixf) is countable. Let xeXn/1-1(x1) and let i(M„x,) be the funda-

mental group of My with base point xt. If aenCMy,xf), then a = [vf] where Vy

is a loop in My on Xy. If i > 1, lift Vy to v¡:(/,0) -> (M¡,x) the path in Mi starting

at x¡. Thus ivyCYf) is a point of fy1ixf) and by Theorem 1 (uf(l))eX. Define

0:jT(M1,x1)-»Kr,/1"~1(x1) such that </>(«) = (f,(l)). By [2, Theorem 6.5.9]

$ is well defined and by Theorem 1 ep is onto. Hence, since 7r(Mi,x,) is countable,

K r^fy~1ixf) is countable. Thus, since the cardinality of /i_1(xi) is c, since each

path-component of M intersects at most a countable subset of/1_1(x1), and since

a  • X0 = a0 for every infinite cardinal a, M has c path-components. Q

For a compact metric space (M, d), let Map (M, M) be the separable space of all

maps of M into M with metric dig, h) = sup {d"(g(x), n(x)) : x e M}.
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Theorem 3. Let M be the limit of an inverse sequence (M¡,f¡_y) of compact

manifolds where each bonding map is a covering map. Suppose M is homo-

geneous. Let e>0 and reM be given. Then there exists a homeomorphism

h:M-+M such that d(h, id) < s and h(r) # r, but fyh(r) = fy(r).

Proof. By Theorem 2 let S be an uncountable subset of M such that distinct

members of S belong to different path components of M. By homogeneity of M,

choose for each s in S a homeomorphism

ha:{M,s)-+{M,r).

Now {hs:se S} is an uncountable subset of the separable metric space Map(M, M).

Hence there are distinct points s0,s\s2,--- in S, so that, setting h¡ = hi¡, the

sequence hy,h2,••• converges to h0. Define g^.M-^M such that gi = hih0~1.

Since s°,sl,s2,— all belong to different path-components of M, r = h0(s°),

/i0(s'), h0(s2),--- also belong to different path components and g¡(h0(s')) = r.

Let U(r,e/4) be the e/4-sphere about ;• in M. There exists an integer n and open

cell U„ in M containing r„ such that /n-1(l/B) c U(r,e/4). Since the h0(s') converge

to r and the g¡ converge uniformly to the identity, there exists an integer k such

that h0(sk)efn~'(U„) and d(gk1,id) < e/2. We have h0(sk)„ and r„ in U„ and thus

we may let un be a homeomorphism of M„ onto itself that is the identity on the

complement of Un and takes h0(sk)„ to r„. For each i > n, the set (/¡)_1 (U„) is

the disjoint union of open sets each mapped homeomorphically onto U„ by

f„'. Thus u„ lifts to a homeomorphism «¡:M,-» M¡ and hence induces a homeo-

morphism u:M -* M.

Since u is the identity on the complement of /„-I(l/B) and diam(/„~'((/„))<e/2,

we have d(u,id) < e/2. Now let t>„:7-> U„ be a path in U„ from h0(sk)n to r„. If

j > n, lift v„ to i;;, the path in M¡ starting at h0(sk)j- Let t be the point of /„_1(0

determined by the ti/1). Hence u(h0(sk)) = < and by Theorem 1, t is in the same

path component as h0(sk) and thus t # r. Define to such that h= u o gk_1. Since

¿(gk-1, id) < e/2 we have d(h, id) < e and h(r) = t # r. Also, since r„ = r„ we have

fi(h(r)) =}fy{r) = ru |

In the following, let us call paths a0,a,:7-»X homotopic, denoted a0~a!,

only when there exists a homotopy at:I-+X from a0 to a¡ leaving end points

fixed. Thus as(0) = a,(0) and all) = a,(l) for all s,tel.

Lemma 1. Let M be a compact manifold with metric d. There exists an

e > 0 such that if a and ß are paths in M with a(0) = ß(0) and a(l) = ß(l) and

d(a, ß) < e, then a m ß.

The proof is an immediate corollary to [2, Theorem 1.8.5]. |

Theorem 4. Let (M,,//-!) be an inverse sequence of compact manifolds

where each bonding map is a covering map. Suppose there exists a point reM
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with the following property. If k > I and sk is any point of Mk distinct from rk

where fk-yisk) = rk_y, then there exists a loop a:I-> M on r and a path a'k:I —> Mk

with initial point sk such that fkoík = cc¡, but a'k is not a loop. Then M is not

homogeneous.

Proof. Suppose M is homogeneous. Choose metrics dy on My and d on M

such that if x,yeM, then dyixy,yf) S dix,y). This is possible by the work of

Fort and Segal in [1]. Choose s > 0 for CMy,dy) as in Lemma 1. Let r be as above.

By Theorem 3 we can choose a homeomorphism h:M -+ M such that s = b(r) =£ r,

Si = r,, and d(fi,id) < e. Since r ¥= s there exists fc>l such that rk^sk but

rk_y =sk_y. Let a and a'k be as above. If j3:7->M is the path ß = ha, then

dyi<Xy,ßy) < s and hence by Lemma 1, at m ßy. Now both <x'k and ßk are paths

with initial point sk and fka.k'=a.y ~ßy =fkßk. Hence, by [2, Theorem 6.9.5],

oc^(l) = /?ft(l). However, ft(l) = ffhail) =/t(s) = sk. Thus a'k is indeed a loop

(on sk). This contradiction completes the proof. |

We shall construct an inverse sequence (M¡,/'_ y) and then verify that it satisfies

the hypothesis of Theorem 4.

Example. Let My be a double torus or a sphere with two handles. If n is a

positive integer, by an n-handle we mean a torus with n mutually disjoint open

disks punched out. Thus Mi is the union of two 1-handles, H y and 77/ whose

intersection, B, is equal to the boundary of each of them. Let C'y and D'[ be

meridianal simple closed curves on H y and 77',, respectively. See Figure 1.

Figure 1

Suppose fc ̂  1 and assume that (1) the (sphere with 3*_14- 1 handles), Mk,

has been defined, (2) two 2k ~ ̂ handles, Hk and Hk, on Mk have been distinguished,

and (3) Ck and Dk" are simple closed curves on Hk and 77^, respectively. Let

M*= Mk\iCk" \jDk") and let n*:MÜ"->£3 be a homeomorphism that pulls

the cut handles apart as shown in Figure 2 for the case when fc = 1. Let

M'k = Cl [hlCMt)] and thus, the homeomorphism h*~l : /t*(M*) -» M* has a

unique extension to a continuous function hk from M'k onto Mk. Let Ck and C'k

(L\ and D'f) denote the two simple closed curves that are boundary components

of M'k and that map onto C'fiD'l) under hk.
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FrGURE 2

Let {1,2,3} be a discrete space on three symbols and if i = 1,2, or 3, let

Mkl = M' x i, Ckl = Ckx i, C'ki = C'k x i, Dki = Dkx i, D^ = D'k x i, Hkt

= hkl(Hk) x i, and H'ki = hkl(H'k) x i. Thus, if i = 1,2, or 3, hk induces the

map hki from Mki onto Mk such that if (x, i) e Mki, then hki(x, i) = hk(x). Define

uky:Cky-*C'kl such that if (x,T)eCki, then ukl(x, 1) = hky hk(x) n C'ki,

uk2'-Ck2~*Ck3 sucn that if (x,2)eCk2, then uk2(x,2) = hk1 \(x) O C¿3, and

uk3 '■ Ck3 ->■ C'z sucn that if (x, 3)eQ3, then uk3(x. 3) = hk2hk(x) n C'k2.

Define vkl : Dkl -> D'k2, vk2 : Dk2 -> Dkl, and vk3 : Dk3 ->■ D'k3 similarly. Let

Ak =U3¡ = i (Cki u DJ, Bk = Uf-i(C« u D'ki), and uk : Ak -» B4 such that

"t | Cw = u*i and uk \ Dki = pw .

Let Mk+y =(\J?=yMki)/uk, the identification space where each point of Ak

is identified with its image under uk and whose topology is the identification

topology. Mk+1 is a sphere with 3* + 1-handles. If (x,i)eMki, let [x, i] be the

point of Mk+l which is the equivalence class containing (x,i). Define fk+1([x,i])

= hk(x). This function is well defined and is a three fold covering map of Mk.

Define 774+1 and 77¿+1 to be the 2l[-handles [Hk2\jHk3] and [77^ u77¿2],

respectively. Let Ck+ y and Dk\ y be the simple closed curves [Ck2] = [C'k3] and

[Dkt\ = ÍD'k2] on Tifc-i-! and 77^+1, respectively. Note that C£+1 connects the Mk2

and Mk3 layers of Mk+1, Dk+1 connects the Mkl and Mk2 layers of Mk+1,

fkk+1(Ck+1) = Ck, and fk+1(Dk+1) = Dk . See Figure 3 for the 1-dimensional

counterparts of My,M2, and M3.

Thus, for each positive integer i, we have defined a 2-manifold M¡ and a three

fold covering map /¡,+1:M¡+1 ->M,. Let (M^/^ybe the corresponding inverse

limit sequence and let M be the limit of this sequence. Thus M is the inverse

limit of homogeneous spaces where the bonding maps are covering maps. |

Theorem 5. The limit space M is not homogeneous.

Proof. We must show that the conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied. To say

that the point x of Mk lies on layer i of Mk means that x has a representative
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1-dimM!

l-dimM2

fi

n

1-dimM,

Figure 3

(y,ï) where (y,ï)eM(f._ 1);. If 77 is an n-handle, J a closed interval, and w:J->H

a path, then to say that w goes around 77 means that wiJ) is a simple closed curve

that is longitudinal in 77.

Let re M such that for each k ^ 1 rk lies on layer 1 of Mk. Let fc > 1 and let

sk be a point of Mk distinct from rk where fk-yisk) = rk_y. Since rk is on layer 1

of Mk, then sk is either on layer 2 or layer 3. These are completely analogous

situations and thus assume sk lies on layer 2.

Let peHk_y, the 2k~2-handle of Mk-y that contains the simple closed curve

C£_i. Let afc_i: 7->M\D£_1 be a loop on rt_, missing £)£_, such that (1) from

time 0 to 1/3 at_t goes from rt_1 = s,._i to p, (2) at_, | [1/3,2/3] goes around

77fc_,, and (3) from time 2/3 to 1, at_,(r) = at_!(l — «)• For each i = k lift oc.._i

to the path a¡:7 -> M¡ with initial point r;. In the construction of Mk, C(/t_lu was

identified with C^-yyy and since at_, misses D'k_y the identification of the 7)(í._1)¡
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have no effect, and thus the loop at_t lifts to the loop <xk. Furthermore, for each

i > k, the loop ock_y lifts to the loop a¡ and hence the loop ock_y lifts to the loop

a : 7 -» M on r. This is the loop a of Theorem 4.

We now define the loop <x'k of Theorem 4. Lift ak-y to the path a'k:I->Mk

with initial point sk. Since (1) ak\ [1/3,2/3] goes around Hk_¡, (2) sk and a'k(l/3)

are on layer 2, and (3) C(fc_1)2 is identified with C^_1)3, then ot'k(2/3) is on layer 3

and so a'(l/3) ^ «¿(2/3). From this it follows that sk = a'k(0) # oik(l). Thus a* is not

a loop and since /*o¡¿ = otj all conditions of Theorem 4 have been verified. Hence

M is not homogeneous. |

Conjecture. Suppose in (M;,/'_,) each M¡ is a closed manifold, each bonding

map is a covering map, and M is homogeneous. Then there exists an integer m

such that for all n> m, the covering map f*: Mn -* Mm is regular. This would be

the converse to the theorem of McCord quoted in the introduction.
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